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PRESS RELEASE 

HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH 

HEUSSEN again in Who's Who Legal 

 

Three attorneys listed in current issue 

 

Munich, 18.02.2021: In the current edition of Who's Who Legal by the London-based 

international specialist publisher Law Business Research Ltd. three lawyers from the full-

service commercial law firm HEUSSEN are listed. Benedikt Murken is included in the list of the 

31 "National Leaders", and thus amongst the leading German lawyers in private construction 

law. Procurement law specialist Uwe-Carsten Völlink is among the 34 leading lawyers in 

Germany in the field of "Government Contracts". At the same time, he is listed under the 26 

leading legal experts worldwide in his field (Global Leader). Prof. Benno Heussen, who is one 

of Germany's leading lawyers in the field of "Data", is also highly regarded. He is also listed as 

one of the world's leading lawyers in the field of "Data: Information Technology". 

 

The nomination is preceded by an extensive selection process. Each year, the research team 

contacts more than 50,000 practitioners who have previously been recommended for their 

work in their respective fields. They are asked to provide evaluations and feedback on people 

with whom they have worked closely in recent years; respondents include private sector and 

in-house lawyers, mediators, judges and consultants. These surveys are supplemented by 

client assessments. 

 

ABOUT HEUSSEN 

 

HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a full-service business law firm. A total of more 

than 120 lawyers, tax consultants, auditors and notaries are working for HEUSSEN, in 

Germany at the offices in Munich, Frankfurt/Main, Stuttgart and Berlin. HEUSSEN advises 

nationally and internationally operating companies in all areas of commercial law. The law firm 

is a member of the international network MULTILAW, one of the largest networks of 

independent law firms with more than 9,000 lawyers in more than 150 economic centres 

worldwide.  

 

Further information can be found at www.heussen-law.de. 


